Use AI to Build Member Loyalty as Medicare Eligibility Dates Draw Near

Combine data, AI, experience design and marketing automation to improve conversion and retention rates to tap this growing market.

Executive Summary

In 2020, 24.1 million, or 39%, of 62 million Medicare beneficiaries were enrolled in Medicare Advantage (MA) plans. That's a 9% increase from 2019 and double the enrollment from 2010. Projections indicate there will be 81 million Medicare beneficiaries by 2030, of which 51% may be enrolled in MA plans.

Competition is increasing for this business. For the MA plan year 2021, insurers offered 3,550 MA plans nationwide for individuals, a 13% increase from 2020 and the largest number of plans ever available. Many payers need to look no further than their existing member base for MA plan candidates. Approximately 10,000 individuals in the U.S. become eligible for Medicare every day. Depending on plan sizes, approximately 100,000 members in payers' group business plans become eligible for Medicare annually. Our analysis indicates that payers currently convert only about 10% to 20% of those eligible to their MA plans.
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Based on our internal analysis and work with several payers in the U.S. healthcare industry, we have identified critical conversion strategies that leverage next-generation technologies to help payers significantly grow Medicare lines of business. These conversion strategies can potentially increase the conversion rate to greater than 40%. That represents an annual opportunity to capture more than 40,000 MA plan members and approximately $480 million in annual revenue. These strategies will help improve member satisfaction, retain members in MA plans and help sustain revenue increases annually. Once converted, about 90% of MA plan members tend to remain in their plans for the long term, resulting in opportunities for payers to enhance care quality and reduce cost outlays.5

Payers without conversion strategies will cede this growth opportunity to their competitors. Several large payers already have significant MA market share. Still, other payers can adopt a conversion strategy that integrates next-generation AI tools, interactive experience design and marketing automation to help build loyalty in the years before members reach their Medicare eligibility dates. Working within the regulatory constraints around MA plan marketing, payers may proactively reach the right members with relevant information about MA plans and benefits that suit their needs to improve conversion rates instead of watching members age into competitors’ offerings.
Developing an intelligent MA plan conversion strategy

AI tools make it possible for payers to effectively and efficiently position their MA plans to their existing commercial members. An AI engine can be configured to continuously monitor and gather data from every member touchpoint (see Quick Take, page 8) and create a robust view of members’ needs and their preferences that enhance member experience.

- **Member segmentation:** Payers need to identify potential MA plan members in advance of their Medicare eligibility date. An AI model can help accomplish this by helping payers evaluate their members’ experience and recent interactions with the plan. Payers also can use AI tools to better understand members’ medical risk profiles and their related preferences. A member managing a chronic illness would have greater concerns about prescription pricing, as compared to a healthy member who would be focusing on access to health clubs and wellness services.

- **Identification of best-fit plans:** Analytics, algorithms and cognitive AI tools draw on utilization, demographic, geographic, cost and member behavior data to identify best product fits. Payers can then emphasize benefits of high value to specific members, whether those are low co-pays, access to specific providers or supplemental benefits, such as hearing aids and dental coverage.

- **Optimized outreach:** AI-based behavioral analysis can help payers create customized enrollment journeys for their prospective MA plan members. Initial information shared can build awareness of a payer’s MA plans, such as by sharing Star quality ratings issued by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and basic education about the MA plan concept. As the conversion date nears, marketing automation tools can help ensure members receive messages tailored to their specific health situations. Cognitive tools give service representatives talking points based on sentiment analysis and member history to make interactions more meaningful. AI can help plans make offers to members through their preferred channels, whether direct mail, phone call or digital, at the right time to maximize conversion rates.

- **Enrollment concierge:** In 2020, the average Medicare beneficiary had access to 28 different MA plans. Plans typically vary greatly in their benefits and structures. AI tools act as force...
Examples of algorithms that can enhance member loyalty

A core-learning engine will look for certain key constructs in each of the areas below to generate actionable insights and recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Constructs</th>
<th>Statistical Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Member Segmentation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential segmentation dimensions include social determinants of health, health acuity, chronic conditions/comorbidities, preventive health, utilization and behavioral health.</td>
<td>Clustering: K-means, multi-class, hierarchical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized Outreach</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation engine for outreach channel, timing and message recommendation based on both quantitative insights and anthropological-studies-driven insights.</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of Best-Fit Plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member utilization forecasting considering historical utilization, member’s health condition and social determinants of health.</td>
<td>Forecasting models — time series and others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive health needs assessment using machine learning models (historical data) and surveys.</td>
<td>Optimization techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan roster from health plan to do network analysis, cost and member savings projections.</td>
<td>Clinical pathway analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physician referral analytics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For member segmentation, the engine will consider whole person aspects, including social, demographic, psychographic and behavioral. Depending on data sparsity and quality, the engine will harness relevant statistical and machine learning algorithms to build member segments. These algorithms could be relatively simple standard clustering techniques like K-means/ hierarchical (if most of the data can be converted to numerical form) or could go to complex SVM-based models.

**Simplified enrollment process:** Combining AI, experience design and automation enables payers to offer one-click enrollment into the selected MA plan. The simplified enrollment process should eliminate reentering of data for currently enrolled commercial members who have given the necessary consent. The member’s enrollment experience should be seamless irrespective of the channel selected, driven by a centralized data store that feeds and consumes data and insights from across multiple channels including call center, web, mobile and paper.

**Proactive relationship management:** Our research indicates that for seniors one of the key influencers on decision-making is word of mouth from their trusted sources. Payers should have a long-term strategy in play to ensure strong brand loyalty to create influencers among their existing members. Proactive AI monitoring of member transactions and utilization can help payers accomplish this by anticipating and addressing possible issues to improve member satisfaction. Flagging members who have not used supplemental plan benefits could signal a possible cost issue or indicate that they need help accessing the services.
Apply AI to amp up retention

While MA plan members typically are slow to change plans once enrolled, about 7% to 10% of enrollees do annually switch their MA plans.\(^8\) For a 100,000-member plan, that can equate to about $120 million in lost revenue, according to our analysis. MA plan members leave plans for a variety of reasons, ranging from overall poor experiences with a plan\(^9\) to costs being higher than anticipated and physician access less than expected.\(^10\)

The key to retention is proactive outreach to solve member issues before they become critical. AI and analytic tools, such as cognitive AI, Evolutionary AI\(^\text{TM}\) and sentiment analysis, can help MA plans identify and address potential and emerging member issues before they become severe. Figure 2 (next page) illustrates how the various tool sets and algorithms will orchestrate to create a self-learning engine and recommend the next best action to help retain the member. The following are key reasons why MA plan members switch plans and how AI can help prevent that.

- **Evolving health conditions:** AI tools like Evolutionary AI can help payers continuously monitor their MA plan beneficiaries’ changing needs and flag whether an original “best-fit” plan is no longer right for a member’s current situation. Payers must proactively reach out with options to help members manage new health issues, from participating in home monitoring programs to wellness activities.

- **High out-of-pocket expenses:** Advanced analytics can identify members who are spending more than forecasted on prescriptions and services so that service representatives can proactively reach out with possible solutions. The solutions include moving members to cost-effective in-network providers and guiding them to an alternate plan in the next open enrollment period.

- **Lack of physician access:** Members may switch plans to follow a favorite physician or access a specific provider. Proactive outreach about changes in a plan’s network with information about other highly rated physicians and providers could help payers retain these members. Payers should also track members’ satisfaction with their physicians. These insights may help payers identify physicians to recruit to their networks. Satisfaction analysis may also signal a need to educate members about existing in-network physicians with high quality ratings who are more cost-effective than their current providers.

AI tools like Evolutionary AI can help payers continuously monitor their MA plan beneficiaries’ changing needs and flag whether an original ‘best-fit’ plan is no longer right for a member’s current situation.
**Member retention through ongoing proactive monitoring**

The core of our solution is a learning engine that constantly monitors critical events that could affect a member’s experience and guides service representatives through next best actions that help resolve the issue.

- **Poor experiences:** Payers must closely track member interactions using AI tools and sentiment analysis and reach out whenever indicators suggest a member had a suboptimal interaction. The AI engine can help provide context-aware self-service tools and improve member interactions by equipping service representatives with the appropriate next best action. As members increasingly adopt digital technologies, payers will also have to evolve and offer a range of self-service options aligned to members’ preferred channels.

- **Limited knowledge of plan options and benefits:** Based on member preferences, interactions and historical claims data, payers can understand the member’s current utilization of their plan options and benefits. Augmenting this with advanced analytical tools, payers can then develop a comprehensive member outreach strategy by utilizing the right channels to connect with members and provide them with a better understanding of how to use their benefits.

---

**Monitoring Triggers Met?**

- (e.g., more than 10 CSR calls by a member in a day; increase in avg claim amount by 200X)

**Hypothesis Generation**

(similarity analytics driven)

(e.g., leave plan, high care costs, low CSAT score, high appeals and grievances)

**Hypothesis Testing**

(which hypothesis has enough evidence in data — using t-tests/two-tailed test, etc.)

**Recommendation Generation**

(which hypothesis is most likely scenario for member — combination of statistical and business applicability)

**Action Results/Feedback Stored in Learning Database**

(foundation for self-learning intelligent system)

**Recommendation Sent to Member Engagement Team**

(to act upon and share feedback on outcomes)

**Member Level Anomaly Detection Engine**

(Isolation Forest/RNN driven)

**Member Level Anomaly Report Generated**

**Figure 2**
Next steps

Creating a Medicare conversion strategy will help payers attract and retain members in an increasingly competitive industry and ensure members receive the right quality of care. Because effective MA conversion steps unfold over multiple years, payers must start now to develop their strategy. Here are the key initial steps:

● **Understand the current MA conversion baseline.** Begin by developing a clear view of the baseline, answering such queries as how many members are converted annually from commercial lines of business to MA plans and how many MA plan members leave their plan every year.

● **Develop a view of the challenges.** Get a robust view of your current conversion/retention processes and identify critical friction points. These may include complex enrollment processes; low Star Ratings from CMS; misalignment of benefits to member needs; and limited member knowledge of MA plan benefits. Benchmark performance against competitors in the market.

● **Create a case for change.** Develop a plan that identifies the ROI with respect to growth in MA membership, reduced cost of care and enhanced member experience.

● **Implement a proof of concept (POC).** Identify the target MA market, scope a small subset of members, capture their interactions for a short period of time (e.g., three months) and develop a comprehensive member view. Then build out the hypothesis engine and review the results of the next best option on this target group (A/B testing) and expand to other markets based on the results. Additional expansion should be done in an iterative manner.

While developing an MA conversion strategy, payers should consider that the conversion process first begins when a healthcare consumer becomes a member of a commercial plan. Members who are unhappy with their commercial plan experiences likely will seek a new payer for their MA plan needs. Payers can apply AI-powered member retention strategies across all lines of business to deliver great experiences. That likely would help persuade members to make their current payer their first choice for MA plan coverage.
Intelligence Powers Member Loyalty and MA Conversion Strategies

Proactive outreach that resolves members’ potential questions and concerns will help deliver the white-glove service that builds member loyalty and improves retention.

This outreach strategy must be powered by an intelligent engine that continuously captures every member interaction and develops a holistic member portrait. This portrait includes insights from across all member touchpoints, external data sources and compliant partner data. On top of this engine is a continuous monitoring service (based on Evolutionary AI) that looks for critical events that could affect the member’s experience and overall health status (see Figure 3). This engine is based on industry standard healthcare dictionaries like the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (Snowmed CT), National Council for Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP), Logical Observation Identifiers, Names and Codes (LOINC), and the Picture Archive and Communication System (PACS) standard for imaging.
The core learning engine will analyze the data from different sources and monitor for insights across key dimensions (see Figure 4) that may then trigger appropriate actions. The engine also will monitor for other anomalies and those additional insights will help payers add to the dimensions they monitor — making the dimensions list intelligent and representative of a payer’s unique landscape.

### Initial dimensions for monitoring

The learning engine continuously evolves, optimizes and expands the list of monitoring triggers and actions to enhance member satisfaction and retention.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Monitoring triggers</th>
<th>Potential actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evolving health conditions</strong></td>
<td>✷ During annual check-up, member’s cholesterol levels are trending higher.</td>
<td>✷ Educate member about diet and lifestyle changes to manage cholesterol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✷ Missed prescription related to management of a chronic health condition.</td>
<td>✷ Potential to move prescription to mail order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Likelihood of readmission/ER visit</strong></td>
<td>✷ Missing follow-up doctor’s appointment after surgery.</td>
<td>✷ Educate caregivers to ensure appropriate post-acute follow up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✷ Member takes multiple medications.</td>
<td>✷ Omnicchannel reach out to member and caregivers for effective medication therapy management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost-of-care increase</strong></td>
<td>✷ New high-cost prescriptions.</td>
<td>✷ Identify potential generic options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✷ Diagnosis of new ailments/conditions.</td>
<td>✷ Enroll members to appropriate care management programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medication review need</strong></td>
<td>✷ New and/or multiple prescriptions.</td>
<td>✷ Care management and medication therapy management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✷ Evolving health conditions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Appointment scheduling</strong></td>
<td>✷ Multiple cancellations.</td>
<td>✷ Schedule appointment with specialists and check if additional transportation needs are present (Uber/Lyft).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✷ Repeated appointment reminders but no appointments scheduled.</td>
<td>✷ Follow up with members and authorized caregivers with reminders for appointment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Member service</strong></td>
<td>✷ Multiple/lengthy calls within a short period of time.</td>
<td>✷ Proactively check in with members to review recent experiences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✷ Anomalies for real-time sentiment analysis of member calls.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4
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